USE YOUR WILL TO PROTECT ANIMALS IN NEED

At times our work is very emotional in
every possible way. Animals often
arrive in need of medical attention and
love. Being able to rehabilitate and
rehome animals to loving, forever
homes means the world to me and I
feel honoured to work at Foal Farm.
LISA, DOG TEAM

Our aim is to take in as many sick, distressed and unwanted
animals as possible and restore them to health and
happiness.

REHOMED ANNUALLY
Through hours of thorough veterinary
appointments, behavioural assessments,
home checks and love, we are able to
find perfect homes for animals with
complicated pasts and chronic conditions.

AND ETHICAL
We are committed to supporting animals
with special requirements. We are well
known for our care of elderly animals and
our teams use specialised equipment,
therapies and more to manage disabilities
and provide compassionate palliative care
where necessary.

ACCREDITED
Our excellent standards of animal
welfare
are
recognised
by
the
Association of Dogs and Cats Homes.

A gift in your will allows us to continue transforming the
lives of animals recovering from abuse and abandonment.

Being a part of this passionate team of animal lovers is so
refreshing. I love spending time with the cats.
There are so many different personalities. Even though some of
them have been through such a rough time, it is so rewarding to
see them slowly becoming happy family pets again. They know
they are safe at Foal Farm.

AMY, CAT TEAM VOLUNTEER

GIFTS IN WILLS ARE AN
ESSENTIAL SOURCE OF
INCOME AT FOAL FARM,
FUNDING OVER 50% OF OUR
LIFE SAVING WORK
Your will is an opportunity to provide a
gift to the people and causes that you
care about most.
For over 60 years we have been
working tirelessly to provide hope and
support for animals facing abuse,
abandonment and neglect in and
around Kent.
At any given time our teams are
providing vital medication, enrichment
and more to over 300 animals on site.
From costly operations to catnip, our
work requires a range of resources and
equipment.
The stories on the next page
demonstrate some of our proudest
moments and highlight how your gift
can help real individuals facing genuine
distress.

Mogwai came into our care due to his special
requirements. Poor Mogwai has very little
feeling in his hind legs, making it difficult for
him to walk.
His charismatic character
immediately stole our hearts and our Dog
Team went to every length to manage his
condition, providing hydrotherapy, a custom
wheelchair and of course, plenty of toys!
Mogwai’s life has been changed forever. He
now lives in a loving home and is supported
by Foal Farm every step of the way.

Sisters Faith and Hope arrived at Foal Farm
in November 2019. These tiny kittens had
been abandoned in a sealed cardboard box
in a local high street. Severely malnourished
and flea ridden, they were terrified and
confused. Our Cat Team took immediate
action and through plenty of TLC and vet
visits, we were able to turn their lives
around. Faith and Hope have since been
rehomed and are truly cherished by their
new family.

Janet and Noddy arrived at Foal Farm due to
an abuse case. Left without food and water
or their mothers, these innocent lambs were
desperate for love and attention. Our Large
Animal Team worked around the clock
providing frequent bottle feeds, cuddles and
medication. Fortunately, Janet and Noddy
responded very well to our care. They are
now living in sanctuary at Foal Farm.

Before we seek the perfect home for the animals in our care,
they are vet checked, micro-chipped, vaccinated and spayed
or neutered to give them the best possible chance at
happiness in their new home. Dogs, cats and small animals
are rehomed, whilst our farm animals and horses spend the
rest of their natural lives in sanctuary on our 26 acre site.

THERE ARE THREE MAIN TYPES OF GIFTS YOU CAN LEAVE TO
FOAL FARM IN YOUR WILL. WE ALWAYS SUGGEST THAT YOU
SPEAK TO YOUR LEGAL ADVISER TO HELP YOU MAKE THE
DECISION THAT’S RIGHT FOR YOU. WE ARE INCREDIBLY
GRATEFUL FOR ANY GIFT, LARGE OR SMALL.

After funeral expenses, debts and other gifts in the will have been paid, a
portion of your remaining estate can be gifted to Foal Farm. This is often the
most popular option as it gives you the opportunity to provide for your friends
and family first.

A pecuniary gift sets aside a specific amount of money to your chosen charity.
It is important to note that this type of gift could be impacted by inflation over
time.

You can gift specific items in your will, for example, a property, a car or a piece
of jewellery.

Working at Foal Farm is often
heart-breaking but fulfilling.
Every day is different and there is
nothing more rewarding than
helping an animal through their
journey from abuse back to
health. Our team at Foal Farm
are a small community with a big
heart and I am proud to play a
part in helping animals in need.
NEIL, SMALL ANIMAL TEAM

